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The simulation of slow, long-term processes on dynamic backgrounds is a common but
extremely challenging problem. The fast degrees of freedom require small time steps which
limit the scope to short observation durations. Recurrence CFD addresses this problem
for recurrent flows where characteristic patterns keep reappearing: A short time series
of flow fields is recorded, its recurrence statistics calculated and then time-extrapolated
with an iterated method of analogues. Any passive or weakly coupled process like species
or heat transport may be simulated at little numerical costs using the time-extrapolated
velocity field.

The power of the approach is illustrated with the example of heat transfer in a fluidized bed
under transio-recurrent conditions. With short time series corresponding to two gas inlet
velocities, we were able to picture the thermal evolution of the system for any fluid velocity
between the recorded values [1]. Surprisingly, the method even works in the absence of
pronounced recurrences as is the case for highly turbulent flows. Fluctuations hide any
characteristic, coherent structures so that a reasonable nearest-neighbor identification
becomes impossible. Nevertheless, time-extrapolated series of flow fields may be used to
picture transport, which we demonstrate for bubble dynamics in a double jet [2].

Finally, we discuss current limitations and envisioned future developments to improve our
methodology and make it suitable for a larger range of application cases.
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